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of information": Gretchen Wilson at the Forum.

On Wednesday, September 11, Bard students
participated in democracy at its best (o~ worst) at the
Budget Forum held at Kline Commons. Eight hostile
amendments were submitted by representatives of
clubs whose members felt that they did not receive
enough funding for the fall semester from the
Planning Committee.
.
None of the hostile amendments brought before
the Forum were passed by the students in atten~
dance. HC?wever, in a vote of 63~ IQ, 16 the nascent
African Students Organi~ation (ASO) was allowed
to resubmit its ~1mendment because it had been writ~
ten to encompass two semesters.
The ASO's lack of funding brought up ques,
tions on the precedence of older, more established
clubs over newer dubs. Several other recendy-orga,
nized clubs received substantially less money than
requested.
Of the eight
hostile amendments,
the one submitted
by
the
ASO

received the greatest response. Charges of racism
were directed at the college, although not by· the
members of the ASO. The representatives empha,
sized that the goal of the ASO is to "include each
n:-nd every student in every event \Ve host here," as a
way of educating fellow students about the cultures
of Africa.
Representatives also stressed rl~e
inevitability of more African students arriving at
Bard in the future.
ur say to you, students of Bard, the future of this
organization is in your hands. Embrace it. Don't
destroy it," said Nhlanhla Ndebele, in a passionate
appeal which incited much applause.
-;·
The Earth Coalition (EC), whic~ also inclu~..leJ
the Green Crew, requested a total of $850. The two
groups both received no funding from the Planning
Committee as a result of failure to schedule an interview. The money was not solicited from the
Emergency Fund but from funds allocated for the
Bard Journal of Social Sciences, which received
$3,600, making it the fourth highe:;t in funding.· The
EC received strong support from Eva Olsgard, the
Planning Committee chair.
cant' d on back page
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Tenure

Stude nt

Rally
Congr egates
on Leon's
Lawn
by Sean O'Neill
Yesterday, a hundred studertts gathered
outside the Ludlow Administration offices
to protest President Leon Botst.ein's decision
last spring to deny tenure to Prof. Kathleen
Barker, a professor of psychology and an
organizer of the gender studies interdisciplinary program. For fifty minutes, a noontime
crowd listened to students, mostly psycholo,
gy majors, demand a reconsideration of the
decision. ·Nine professors are up for tenure
evaluation this year. Those deni~d tenure
must leave after one year.
The hundred students then walked to
President Botstein's home, chanting, uYou
have no choice,_ hear our voice!" After
hand~delivering a petition to him, the,.stu,
dents quietly talked with Botstei.n for
·around thirty minutes. He told them that
they could complain to the Board of Trustees
and ask them to reverse his decision,
Appeals to the Board have happ~ned twice
before, both times unsuccessfully. Botstein
called the crowd "a terrific tribute to
Kathleen Barker," while adding that he
thought he had done "the right thing" when
denying her tenure.
Before meeting Botstein, the students
had an open microphone at which anyone
could speak about their ~issatisfaction with
the tenure process at Bard. Although other
professors who had recently been denied
tenure were mentioned by name - such as
Daron Hagen, Amy Cheng, Chris
Callanan, and Jamie Romm- most of the
speakers focused on the case of Kathleen
Barker. Many personal testimonies were
given in emotionally charged Language. Eva
Olsgard charged that Botstein was listening
to already tenured reactionaries in the fac~ .
ulty, who were mostly men, and she said
two male professors, when critiquing her
work, "tried to murder my so~l and.demean
me as a student." An exchange student
from South Africa, Nhlanhla Ndebele,
complained of the "injustice" in the
arrangement of power between the faculty
and the administration, as show~ by r~cent
de.cisions.
One of the chief organizers, Stacey

By Anna.-Rose Mathieson and Nathan Reich
Four professors were up for permanent tenure
last spring, but only Li~Hua Ying (Language and Literature) received it. President Leon ·
Botstein denied tenure to Kathleen Barker (Social Science), Amy Cheng (Art) and Daron
Hagen (Art), though all were recommended for tenure by student and facuLty evaluation
committees. Hagen was denied tenure and based on what Botstein called "a mutual deci~
sion" a new position was created for him. Barker and Cheng, however, are given only one
·
more year by their faculty contracts before they leave the college.
Though Botstein says that "restraint and caution are well advised" in making tenure
decisions, dismay has been expressed about some of his recent judgments. Botstein refused
six of seven candidates for tenure in the Last two years, while he granted eight of nine can~
·
·.
didates between 1990 and 1994.
Barker received unanimous recommendation for tenure from her division, yet, with
the advice of J..evine, Botstein refused to grant it. Botstein says that the expectations are
higher than they were in the past. The market is more competitive, the pool is larger. He
also points out that we ~'live with the consequences of tenure decisions made twenty, thir~
ty years ago. I'm not sure if we can ever be guilty of setting our sights too high for the stu~
: .
. .
dents of this college."
Both the Faculty Evaluation Committee (FEC) and student~run Educational
Policies Committe~ (EPC) use four criteria to guide their evaluation of a candidate for
tenure: teaching, advising and interaction with students; progress and accomplishment in
their field; interaction with colleagues; and contributions to the life of the college. The
FEC observes teacher's classroom performance, while both the FEC and the EPC solicit
oral testimony from students and faculty and examine student evaluations. The FEC, EPC
and th~ Dean of Academics present a recommendation to the president. He makes the final
decision. A professor dissatisfied with the outcome can appeal to the Board of Trustees.
· There are some who have lost faith in the entire tenure system.· Bennington
College abandoned it. The argument against permanent tenure is r·wofold. First, once
tenure is awarded, it is very difficult to rescind it. Second, once tenure is granted, the
incentive to ·perform and advance in one's field may be removed. Botstein"explains· that a
professor would have to' be convicted of murder or come to class _d runk everyday for a pro~
·
fessor with tenure to be fired.
The Faculty Handbook states that tenure is a means to "freedom of teaching and
research and of extramural activities", and provides professors with "a sufficient degree of
economic security" (Evaluation Procedures for Faculty, Ref. I.5 .3 ). Philosophy professor
Garry Hagberg concurs, adding that "tenure is not an end in itself but the by~product of a
rich, full, serious, wholly committed academic life."
Despite the objections raised, Botstein believes "my opinion of the tenure system is
irrelevant. I have an obligation to administer it."

· Ann Turyn, a professor in the arts division, is up for tenure this falL Any student
who wants to share their opinion is highly encouraged to provide oral testimony before the
FEC or EPC and write to Dean Levine (or drop in for tea). Students are also encouraged
to write and testify about Michele Frank, Melanie Nicholson, Craig Smith, John Brockopp,
Jill Chafetz, and Sarah Willie who will be considered for rehiring. Also being evaluated
are Franz Kempf and Sanjib Baruah, who are up for promotion. Share your opinions with
Stuart Levine and the Bard Observer while they can help to make these decisions.

Meadows, attested to Kathleen Barker's
compassion when retelling how Barker, her
adviser, was one of the only faculty members
to support her when another professor
allegedly harrassed her. Meadows reminded
the crowd that in 18 years no psychology
professor had been granted tenure, and she
urged students to have their parents com~
plain to the Administration. Botstein., she
said, will "listen to Daddy's MasterCard."

One student shouteq that only "20 per~
cent of tenured professors are women." A
senior faculty member told the Observer
that at the September full~faculty meeting
Botstein reaffirmed his commitment to "giv~
ing special attention" to increasing the num~
ber of women hired and kept for teaching
jobs.
.Prof. Adolfas Mekas said, · "I'm very,
very happy that this is happening. I've been
cont' d on page 19

Flik has
Arrived
'

By ]ulill)' Kohler,Hausmann and
Betsy Norlander
What does this mean to Bard , .
students? The produce is fresh, the
mashed potatoes are real, we even
hear that the corn is straight off the
cob .and now you can get two ti~es
the juice in one trip. Most students
seem to agree that the overall quali,
ty of food has improved, but there
are still some complaints.
. From talking to students and
looking at the answers they gave in
the questionnaire we distributed last
Wednesday, many people agree that
the variety of food is suffering as its
quality improves. Nobody is happy
about the lines which have been
known to wrap all the way around
the juice machines, especially when
there isn't even the guarantee of a
slice of pizza once the front is
reached. These are the things that
students note most consistently, but
when a new company takes over it's
certain there will be changes that
the student body is not aware of. Do
we care .a bout the radical alterations
in the process by which our food
travels from grill to plate, and the
work force behind it? Of 150 stu,
dents and professors surveyed, quali,
ty of food was overwhelmingly
ranked as the first priority, while a
startling
83
people
ranked
Employee/Management relations
least important. One third of those
polled were admittedly ignorant
about
this
r~lationship.
Furthermore, we received comments
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0
•
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indicating resentment that this
question was asked at all: "Why are
you as~ing me this?" "Why do I
care?" A:nd what are we to make of
not "applicable"? There are grounds
. for concern. The people who work
for Flik were reluctant to discuss
working .conditions under the new
management. There remains a great
deal of confusion, some of which
will inevitably be worked out with
time. Much of the current manage~
ment team is transitional and will be
leaving in the near future ..
For those who work in Kline,
the break with six years of Wood
management style has been a jarring
experience. Flik's preparation an.d
present~tion of food, although more
appealing, is incredibly labor intensive. For example, the smaller serving receptacles in the ~alad bar need
to be refilled two or three times as
often. In order to have fresh vegeta,
bles, the kitchen is busy processing
huge quantities of produce; mashing
the potatoes that used to come from
a box or cutting the corn off the cob.
Flik has much higher standards than
Wood and demands much more ·of
its workers.
Their managem~nt approach is
less hands on and less, personal than·
what employees were used to under
Wood. . In ~dditi(;n to readjusting to
the 'Flik way,' student employees
have explained tha.t times it is not .
.even clear what the _'Flik way' is.
Due to confusion in management,
works have periodically been stuck
cont'd on page 19
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i\SO BUDGET
PROPOSAL
{eds. note: The following statement by the African Student Organization
reprinted here in its complete unexpurgated form, caused bedlam at the
September 8th Forum.]
As a tradition in Bard to invite speakers from various institutions
to address students on particular issues, we intend inviting two speak,
ers in each semester, preferably African scholars who were active dur~
ing the struggle for independence in Africa, who are visiting scholars
in America. For this endeavor we hope to spend $800.00.
As guided by our mission statement, two social events will suffice
to cover programs which include dance, music and arts. Each event
will provide various African dishes and decorations which will be hired
i New York. We estimate to spend around $400.00.
We would like to present a number of cultural events, but due to
time and financial constraints it will not be possible. But we wish to
celebrate Kwanzaa, a seven,Jay African celebration of life and human,
ity, a time for rededication to a just struggle. This may cost about
$200.00, as we celebrate only two Jays out of the whole week.
Two historical excursions to Virginia and Chicago to visit the
place where the first twenty slaves landed, and a visit to a National
Center which Elijah Mohammed bought and envisaged as an education center for African people the world over. Our estimation is
around $1000.00 for both trips.
The total amount is $2,400.00.

Signed by President Nhlanhla Ndebele, Treasurer Given
Mkhari, and Cultural Officer Dumisani Ngcobo.

MISSION STATEMENT
The African Student Organization (ASO) represent principally,
interests of African students at Bard College. It is founded upon the
principles of unity in diversity, cross-cultural fertilization, academic
excellence, democracy and utmost respect for human rights. Altho~~~
small in number, it is a foundation for prospective African students at
bard College, and it will also serve as a link with the new program pro,
posal for the African Diaspora Program, particularly in organizing
speakers on campus.
In pursuing these principles, ASO shall:
*Host social events to encourage cross-cultural interaction and intro,
duce students to different aspects of African culture, society, history,
politics, etc.
*Hold debates on cultural diversity and uniformity to enhance cultur,
al understanding and tolerance.
*Sensitize issues of human rights through exposing their abuse when,
ever and wherever they occur.
*Encourage public debates of topical public issues current in_ .A frican
countries, with the goal of enhancing discussion about democracy at
bard.
In advancing the interes~ of our constituency, ASO shall hold
African cultural events, promote African music, dance anJ art; launch
excursions to important historic sites, for example, visiting jamestown
in Virginia where the first twenty African slaves landed. We shall also
encourage other students from different historical traditions
to partake in such historical excursions and other related
activities that could be of interest to them.
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Elec tion for the Repr esen tativ e to th.e
Boar d of Trustees
Polling
Thursday, September 19:
12-1 Kline
l-4 · Outside Old Gym or Outside Post Office
Friday, September 20:
9-12 Outside Old Gym or Outside Post Office
12-l Kline

The Candidates
Imteaz Mannan
Statement of Purpose: Representativ e to the Board of Trustees

i would like to urge you all to choose me as your represen~
I
tative. have expressed interest for this position before as well, and
I am confident that I will be a good candidate for this position.
Past three years at my residence at Bard, I have actively
involved myself in student life and other affairs. l have worked for
various departments on campus from B&G to almost everything
else available and ~ave gotten the impression that there's a lot of
room for improvement that needs to be done, and it's high time the
Board of Trustees are informed of the naked truth that lies beneath
all the bureaucracy and hypocrisy on this ca:npus.

As a hard working, stru~gling individual! share al(the frt.isi:ration
that you go through and I believe that I can give voice to this con~
cerns, .that_ is if y~u choose to let me: I. wo~ld like t~ bririg the
mythical Board ofTrustees to l'he student body, and make s~~e that
nobody stays in the high heavens and dictate our lif~· wi.th~:mt. giv,
ing any explanation. I am a person who believes in the earth and
the ground that we all stand on, and as your reps Kat~ Massey, the
previously elected rep, and I together can help facilitate the con~
versation between the four important components of this college,
us, us, us and them.
This campaign year, y.ou have heard a lot of gi~rnicks, a lot of
false promises, and I can't say you won't hear more in the future.
But for now, for this election, you have the power to accept my
simple, straightforward and honest platform as a reflection of your
desires, needs, and concerns, and make a change. You are in
charge, and I am only your vehicle. I urge you to make the right
choice. Thank you.
Sevil Miyhandar
My name is Sevil Miyhandar and l would like to be a Board ~f
Trustees representative . For the past two years I have been work,
ing with students and the administratio n as a Peer Counselor.
Through this experience I feel I have become an articulate and
outspoken student voice and would like to use these skills to represent Bard. As a representative to the Board I would be commit,
ted to presenting the diverse body of concerns and opinions held
by the student community. I understand that no sir:tgle voice can
truly represent Bard as a whole, however I would make a cm~mit~
ment to being an accurate and effective liaison between the
Trustees and all students.

Bryan Shelton

:APurposeful Statement

· · · ,, }: ·
In this election you are voting for a ·representative to the
··
. ·only body to which Leon must listen. The Bo·ard ofTrustees holds
t~e purse strings and so to them, and them alone, does Leon defer.
r would like to be able to speak for the student body before· the
Boa_rd, to let them know how the students feel about issues like. the
new campus center, or perhaps Leon's new anti~tenure philosophy.
I don't have an agenda. I don't want to hobnob with richies. I sim,
ply -want to spe;k for the student body, and speak honestly. I have
served on the Student Life Committee in the past, am a current
member of both the Planning and Food Committees, am well
informed of and active in campus life both inside and outside of
student government, and not in the least scared of speaking my
mind. Again, I feel no need to be gentle with the Trustees. I
not looking for contacts in the real world. I just want to be able to
look Charles P. Stevenson, Jr. in the face and say, "The plan~ tor
the campus center, though moderately attractive, are functionally
deficient. If you really want to help the student body, and the cam~
pus as a whole, just give us the facilities we need."
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Voter
Registration
Procedure
Causes Stir
~
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By Jeanne Swadosh
November 5 is Election Day but
before proudly sporting an "I Voted Today"
sticker it is necessary to register to vote.
Registration is a simple process and sever~
al people afBard College have been work~
ing to make it even easier for students.
Voter registration was included as
part of the financial clearance procedure
this year and open to anyone, not just New
York residents. By law if a student is living·
in New York state prior to 30 days before
elections he/she may register as a resident
of New York and will be eligible to vote at
the local, state, and national levels.
However, a registered New York v~ter for~
feits the right to vote in any other state_.
A student who is not registered in·
New York may vote in his or her state's
local and state elections by absentee bal~
lot. This can be done by calling or writing
the respective state's Board of Elections
and providing I) a registration address, 2)
an address where the absentee ballot
should be sent, 3) a signature, and 4) an
explanation why the voter is u~~bl~ to .
vote in that respective voting district.
This information must be received no ear~
lier than 30 days, and no later than 7 days,
before Election Day.
Despite the efforts made nationwide
to encourage students to vote, Resident
Director Allen Josey has warned students
of attempts tu ptevent them from casting
their ballots. Students may receive a "sup~
plemental questionnaire" in the mail as
part of a campaign to deter tqem from vot~
ing because, although Bard is in a primari~
ly Republican area, students have a ten~
dency ·to vote on the Democratic ticket.
"While not illegal, it is discriminato~
ry against college students," Josey said, and
he advised students to put their names on
the questionnaires and and send them .to
the Dean of Students.
On Election Day Bard will offer
hourly transportation to polling stations in
order to accommodate students' schedules.
In previous years the endeavor to keep stu~
dents from voting has included turning
·
them away from the polls.
"Students have been told, no, they
can't vote at the polling station," Josey
said. 11 First~year students have had ·t he
hardest time."
In some- cases the struggle has
involved students contesting their right
to vote, before a judge. Prospective voters
are recommended to remain undaunted as

cant' d on page 19
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Questionn.aire Incites Controy~rs,Y .',..
Wha~ - t~ do-.

,

By Muni Citrin
In order to regis_ter to vot~ locally,
college students in Dutchess . County ~re
expected to fill out a supplemental question~
naire, in addition to the New York State
voter reg-i stration fon11, and the~ await the
Duchess county election ~ommissioners' rul~
ing on their eligibility. . . .
Many community members, includ~
ing Allen Josey, residential director at Bard
and Joe Ruggiero, the Duchess County
Democratic Candidate for the--s tate assembly
, doubt the legality of this questionnaire.
The suggested function of the ques~
tionnaire, which is sent to Vassar, Marist and
Bard College students, is to provide the
Duchess County election commissioner s,
Democrat Bill Egan, and Republican Bill
Paroli, with information they can use to
determine whether the college students are
permanent residents of the county.
"We are not trying to bar students
from voting, we just have to determine
whether they are transient students, or per~
manent residents," said Bill Paroli.
-This process ·~f determination risks.
being discriminatory to college students,
according to Allen Josey.
"They don't send it to other people,
only students," Josey said.

, His ,_Democratic counterpart, Bill
Egan, acknowledged, ''there can be inqueries
put forth as to wh~ther the questions on the
survey are the right questions to be asked."
,.
Joe Ruggiero, candidate for Dutchess,
County State Assembly, sees students as vic,
rims of "age _discrimination ." He said "they
[the election commissioners] are disenfran,
chising young people, it is unconstitution al."

Allen Josey has asked students who
receive the survey to put their name on it
an~ send it to the Deatl of Student.s Office.
"[ think we will find some inconsistencie ;;,,
he said.
Ruggiero suggested a more direct
approach, "I'm hoping that a bunch o{_

cont' d on page 19

r--------~~--------~~-------------~--~~----,

SUPPLEMEN TAL QUESTIONN AIRE-REGIS TRATION
Name of Applicant._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address D.__ E.D.

1. Is your present residence claimed as a student or as an institution of
learning? Yes ( ) No( ·) _ Other (describe)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. What year are you in college?_-_ _ __
How long do you expect to live at present residence? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. What is your parents' home
address?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4. To what extent do your parents contribute to your support:

All or nearly all(

)

More than half(

)

Less than half(

)

None(

5. Where did you live during the past summer

vacation?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Legal questions
At stake are varying interpretation s
of an imprecise New York State Election
Law.
"The law mandates that you can nei,
ther gain, nor lose residency by being a col~
lege student," said Paroli, "and the questions
in the survey are based on the content of the
election law."
Yet, Section 96 of the NY State
Ele.c tion Law raises questions concerning the
validity of the particular survey in use.
The section states: "it is perfectly
proper to Jeny students the right to vote in
their college communities if, by applying the
same indicia to determine residency to them
as are applied to others seeking to vote, it is
determined that such students are not bona
fide residents of their college communities."
According to the election commis,
sioners, the survey is used only for college
students, and not for other potent_ial voters
in the Dutchess county area.
In response to this section of the law,
Bill Paroli said that the survey "might not be
precisely the same" as the means used to
ascertain the eligibility.of other possible vot~
ers, "but that is because you are rela_ting this
to a student applicant."

6. Where do you expect to be during:
Next winter vacation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Next summer vacation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
-I
-·I
I
I
I

7. Do you keep some of your possessions at an address other than your present resi~
dence?
If so, give address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8. If you have a bank account:
Give name and address of bank._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Give address you use on bank
account_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~------------

9. If you have paid income tax:
Address on last return

·------ ------- -------Year----

10. Address on driver's license or motor vehicle registration: _ _ _ _ _ __

11. Any additional information to substantiate your claimed voting
residence:

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----

I, the undersigneJ, do hereby solemnly swear (or affirm) that the answers to the ques~
tions above were given by me and that they are true answers to such
questions.

I

_, I

I
I
I
I
I
.. I
•t

I

-I
Date_ _ _ __

L-----

Signature of Applicant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-I
~I

I

-----------------------------~
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Case Close d
on Open
Conta iner
by Stephanie Schneider
On an ordinary weekend not too long
ago, Bard students trekked over to the main
campus in search of some amusement at
another Bard Old Gym party. But as they
approached the familiar -sight of the crowded
steps out front, the music was not the only
sound getting louder. Rumors were spread,
ing about some "new" alcohol policy.
"They made what's,his,nanie pour out
all his beer."
"They're carding at the door."
These were just a few of the phrases
that could be overheard, usually followed by
gripes about this "new" rule. But as Dean of
Students Shelley Morgan explains, there is
nothing new about this policy.
She said that the policy is explicitly
described in last year's student handbook.
The only change for d~is year is_ the way of
enforcement. In the past, she remarked,
"We relied on students to respect and
_
enforce it." The tightened ~sec~rity . is the result of
numerous incidents which have already
occurred, Dean Morgan said. She cited that
already four students have gone to the
Emergency Room due to alcohol poisoning
tl;lis year.
Coordinator of Safety and Security Lisa
Sadowski relates the tightening of security as
beneficial to everyone's safety. She also cited
reasons such as increased trips to the hospi, ·tal and described students coming home
from parties, "staggering down Annandale
Road. There's alot of threats with that."
Dean Morgan sent a memo to all stu,
dents through Campus Mail on Tuesday,
S~ptember 10, explaining the policy. The
letter read: "Weekend trips to the
Emergency Room and vandalism each week
is antithetical to our goals, and we must
.
respond."
"My letter is very honest. I'm not try,
ing to shield anything," Dean Morgan said.
The purpose, she explains, is "to set a tone.
I don't think this is very heavyhanded." She
also noted that it was discouraging to see stu,
· dents bring alcohol, and to "see student lead,
ers doing the same," when she attended the
Budget Forum on Wednesday.
At the Forum, Josh Bell announced to
the students that he would meet with Dean
Morgan to discuss · the policy. H~ said that
he understands the administration's position
but is not "one hundred percent sure what
are the actual concerns." He said he suspects
ulterior motives and the reasons given for
the policy were not specific enough.
-~"r--Ie said he V:.iU try to gain "full clarifi,
cation of the issue" and try to attain more

information for the students.
Bell said he recognized the fact that the
policy is bound by the limits of the law.
Nevertheless, he would like to receive more
information and to see more contact and
communication with students, instead of just
being mailed a memo.
Dean of First Year Students Erin
_Canaan said that many students have
already come to her with concerns and ques,
tions. She said she is glad for this because it
has "created alot of discussion."
She went on to explain that this partie,
ular issue is tough, it being legal for some stu,
dents to drink, while for others it is not~ She
also brought up the point that some st~dents
don't agree with the law altogether, which is
yet another issue in itself.
Communication is priority when it
comes to enforcing the policy. Sadowski
explained how security guards will be going

through more trammg on the handling of
enforcement. In the training, Sadowski
explained, communication skills between
the guards and the students will be rein,
forced. "We try to be educational in our
approach," she said. Communication skills
will alleviate confrontations and make the
situation more comfortable, she said.
"We're not going to go out looking for
you," Sadowski stressed. She explained that
if an officer, while going on routine. rounds,
sees someo!le with an open container of
alcohol, "~hey'll be asked to get rid of it."
And if the students refuse, she continued, "it
certain.ly will not be snatched out of their
hands," but also will not be the end to the
situation.
She said that further steps will be taken,
perhaps a meeting with the ·Dean of
Students, she suggested, or facing some sort
of judicial board further down the road if
necessary. But she stresses that that will be a
resort only if the problem seems to remain or
increase. "We're not gonna push the issue,"
she said.

Facts and Histor y of
the Alcoh ol Policy
_by Sean O'Neill
The Bard· administration said in a campus~ wide memo last week that its alcohol policy will be enforced.
In previous-semesters~ two state laws were widely flouted at parties in the Old Gym.
The Ludlow offices heard complaints that students under the legal age of 21 sampled the
beer kegs and that students of all ages brought open containers of alcohol.
One staffer at Northern Dutchess Hospital told the Observer that, among those
Bard students previously admitted to recover from drinking too much, many were under,
age. Administrators found open containers discarded on the steps of the Old Gym after
parties had ended.
·· Now, security officers who catch any student giving alcohol to an underage drinker
can bring the student to administrators who are obligated .to tum him or her over to the
police. The fine is $500 and/or six months in jail. Officers can confiscate any open containers of alcohol carried by anyone on campus.
Administrators expect that their effort to punish lawbreakers will succeed because of
a recent innovation in their policies: an aggressive push to register all partygivers in
advance.
History of the Policy
Back in 1985, the Bard administration published a student handbook that did not
refer to any alcohol policy. To arrange a party, a student had to tell the peer counselors of
their dormitory in advance, who would tell a dean, who would tell Security. Then, the
handbook reported, a party might be stopped if, ~in the judgement (sic) of the Security
Officer, it is to (sic) disruptive.'
By 1992, Assistant Dean Jeff Huang had helped revamp the college's policy to get
students to register parties at a semester's start rather thap on the night of celebration.
His emphasis on compiling a list of registered parties was meant to emphasize personal
responsibility and encourage self-regulation by students.
The 1992,93 Safety Awareness Report cited no liquor law violations due either to
good behavior or poor enforcement.
In 1995-96, the college highlighted a new part of state law. The new handbook
included a ban on open containers of aLcohol. Sources at Servicemaster, whose custodial
contract is up for renewal, complain that post-party litter
remained a scourge for its clean-up crev{s, and that they
found many bottles and cans on many Monday mornings.
Partygivers were often fined if they did not collect all the
trash after a party.
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The Bard
SportS ·. Re-p ort
by Chris Van Dyke
Notre Dame. Duke. Georgetown.
conjure up pictures of large,
names
These
pround men in uniforms running onto the
football field, about to win another game for
the Gipper. But who is it_ that makes all of
these schools tremble in fear? Which foot,
ball team is it that sends these giants crying
back to their ho~efield;·'b~aten and defeat,
ed? Why the Bard Blazers of course! What's
that? Bard hasn't even won the Rose Bowl?
Hmmm . . . we don't even have a NCAA
football team? Well, well, well. Whoops.
But that's not the point. Just because
Bard isn't in the top ten, okay, top 100
schools in sporting events doesn't mean that
it's not a great place to stay in shape and
have fun. Sure, we haven't won a Bowl, let
alone competed in one, but there is more to
sports than Coca,Cola promotions and high,
schoolers . dot:ming _garments with your
school mascot on them. ·we at Bard have
many awesome opportunities to get into (lth,
letics. The best part of it is t0at without the
p~essure to W_i.J} _every game, anyone can get
involved and have some of the most fun to
be found thi; ·side of Rhinebeck.
For all of you who haven't seen the
fliers plastered to every square inch of this
campus, let me run through some of the
many sporting clubs that you can get in on.
Right now there is the Rugby club, the
Equestrian club, the Martial Arts club, and
the Ultimate Frisbee club. Intramural
Basketball and Flag Football are just around
the corner.. If any of these activities are just
what you've been waiting for to give meaning to your life, or if they sound like something you'd like to check out, give the
Department of Athletics and Recreation a
· jingle at 758:-7531 for times, dates, and
·where to meet.
All ·right, lets say you show up to the
·.. :.: .
-:·Rugby practice, and decide physical violence
·.
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·.
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.. your thing. Are there any other options? Of
- oc;<?\irse there are; glad you asked . For ~ny of
··you ·that haven't seen a copy of it, the
"Instructional Class Listings - Fall 1996" is
out, and you can pop by the gym and pick up
your very own copy. It has everything from
yoga to Tai Chi, and if you want something
more than meditation 1 but less than basket,
ball, there is fencing, Kendo, as well as many
other classes. So give this little book a flipping,through. You might find something
cooler to ~o on Wednesday nights than _ironing your socks.
Okay, so those are the clubs and
instructionals. However, you could be one of
those people who says "Intramural shmural,
club shnub. I want a real sport. Where is the
Varsity stuffl" Never fear, because the Gym

has a little flyer talking about the upcoming
Varsity season: soccer, volleyball, crosscountry, and tennis. If real intercollegiate
sports are what you need to get a good work,
out, Bard has them, so stop by the gym for
·
more information.
So let's see ...we've covered clubs,
we've talked of classes, and we've even told
of the Varsity sports. Some of you out there
I know aren't team players. Or maybe you
are, but you like your games wild and free,
and not under any sort of organization.
Perhaps you've called Stevenson, and every,
thing you are interested in conflicts with
something else you are already doing.
· Whatever the reason, some of you want to
just use the gym, for gosh sakes. The pool is
open from 7:30 in the morning to 9:30 at
night every weekday, and from 8:30 to 9:00
Saturdays.an:d Sundays. Some of th~ time
slots are reserved for specific groups~ so swing
by and pi~k up .a schedule to see when you
can get in there. Also, there is Thursday
Night Madness! Oooh, I get shivers! What
is Thursday Night Madness you ask, a little
apprehensive about such a wild and crazy .
.

:~

.

~

name? Well, the natne is so wild and crazy
because those wild and crazy staffers over at
Stevenson keep the gym open until 1:00 AM
every Thursday! That's right ... you can swim
laps, shoot hoops, or lift weights after mid,
night.
If for some reason your club or sports
organization didn't get mentioned here, I'm
really sorry. However, 1 will be the "Sports
Correspondent" for The Observer this year,
so I'll fit it into next weeks issue. I'll be
attending as many games as l canl reporting
and raking pictures and such, but if your
group is hosting a tournament, wins a vital
game, or sponsers anything you think newsworthy, drop me a note, e-mail, or call. My
name is Chris Van Dyke, box 513. E-mail is
cv888, and my· number is 4452. Keep in
touch, because l want this to be as complete
·
in coverage as all of you do.
As you can see, whether you have
barely enough athletic talent to tie your
shoes each morning, or have to keep beating
off the NBA contractors with a stick, or if,
like the rest of us, you . fall somewhere in
between these two extremes, the Stevenson
Gyrimasium is here to make sure that you
make the most of your college experience.
Who knows, the Blazers at the Rose Bowl?
Watch out Notre Dame, our Flag Football
.
team is cot:n_ing for you!
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Bulletproof Riddled
with Plot Holes
by Abigail Rosenberg
. If you subscribe to the idea that every movie needs a car chase, you might like
Bulletproof.
Then again, the car chase isn't even that good. Adam Sandler (Saturday Night Live)
and Damon Wayans (In Living Color) team up for this action/comedy flick that completely destroyed my respect for either actor.
The opening scene introduces Moses and Keats, the bad-ass, interracial boy wonders.
Not only are they best friends of the "I'd take a bullet for you'' ·variety, they are professional
car thieves with a lucrative operation. They prove it to us in the opening scene when
Moses and Keats steal a $100,000 Ferrari in the dark of the night.
"I thought you said no one was home!" yells Keats as the first of many chases ensues.
As they dodge pedestrians and cop cars, we \earn that Sandler is the brains of the
operation and Wayans is his toady. This is the first of many plays on the black/white stereotypes that the movie is based on. As the two part company, Wayans is thrown down on the
hood of his car and handcuffed by two police officers. The tension builds as they bring him
to the precinct, but we soon find out that he's a cop!
The rest of the movie revolves around Wayans's busting of Sandler and the emotion,
al roller coaster that this severing of trust produces. There's plenty of shooting and explo~
sions, but unlike a Van Damme flick, Bulletproofs bad acting cannot be saved by any
amount of special effects. Even the hot babe that gets kidnapped can't rescue the plot.
The script is embarrassingly bad and revolves around racial stereotypes (alshough
reversed sometimes), gay bashing, and poo and dick jokes. t'm all for toilet hu~or, but
when the best gag of the movie is Adam Sandler peeing on himself, I gotta call it' quits.
After l finished my box of Junior Mints, I bailed. All it took was a nod to my co,con~
spirator, and we were in the lobby groaning.
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Gastr del Sol
Shines on
New Release

BARD
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Gastr del Sol, Upgrade & Afterlife. Available on Drag City Rec~rds.

by joel Hunt

.

Gastr del SoPs recent release, Upgrade & Afterlife, marks a new
direction for the Chicago~based experimental group. Gastr del Sol consists of David Grubbs and Jim O'Rourke, both of whom play guitar,
piano, and electronic instruments. Their past albums (The Serpentine
Similar, Crookt Crackt or Fly, Mirror Repair, and The Harp Factory on
Lake Street) combine guitar workouts .with moderate ~xperimentation .
. On Upgrade & Afterlife, experimentation plays a larger role and at .
times, becomes quite aggressive. This is ·due partly to the high number
of guest musicians on the album.
. .
.
Sid,e one of the four~sided release. (o~e disc plays at 45 rpm, the
other at 33.3) contains a. piece entitled '10ur Exquisite Replica of
'Eternity'." A slow, droning crescendo of organs begins the piece. Soon
the lucidity offered by the organs is shattered by bursts of prepared guitar
played by Mr. O'Rourke's roommate ·Kevin Drumm.
These bursts, which sound somewhat like a broken radio, drop in
intensity as the organs continue their attack. Steve Braack and Tony
Burr contribute horns and clarinet, respectively, until an intense break in
the music, pccurs. Organs and h~rns, drop away, and a sample of an
orchestral piece dominates the mix. This slight aural humor accompa~
nies the sound ofsubtle, yet piercing electronics until both are eliminated, and the piece ends with a somher piano ioop.
Side two dispenses· with aggression, beginning with the song
"Rebecca Sylvester.n Here Grubbs and O'Rourke play guitar while
Grubbs sings lines Hke, "The wind had picked up/ Where it left off the
night before." Terri Kapsalis, Sue Wolf, and Gunter Muller play subdued
violin, cello, and percussion. An instrumental called "The Sea
Incertain" follows, avoiding the accessibility of the second track. Piano
performed by Grubbs, flageolet played by Mats Gustafsson, and bass dar~
inet played by Gene Coleman combine with the sounds of water boiling,
and of ''cracked;' electronics.
Side three begins with the song "Hello Spiral," which could be
described (like one verse of "Rebecca Sylvester") as a guide to the streets
of Chicago. A few minutes of noisy tape manipulation by Ralf
Wehowsky falls away into the guitar meanderings of Grubbs and
O'Rourke. As the song progrl:!sses, the guitars fall in line, producing a
wonderful repetitive effect which changes slightly with time. As the gui~

tars continue, the percussion of John McEntire and Gunter Muller
enters, first playing in time with the guitars, then speeding up the entire
piece until it reaches its crescendo.
Next is "ThG Relay," possibly the most obtuse "song" on the album.
Piano accompanies Grubbs' lyrics about "Corn Flakes/Under glass" anJ
OtRourke's musing that "A new sun was/Discovered on May 21.'' Jerry
Ruthrauf also contributes subtle saxophone action. This piece was most
stt"rptising to me because the first time I heard it played, Grubbs,
McEntire, anJ O'Rourke performed it on electric guitar, percussion, and
Farfisa organ.
They shifted the tempo of the song \vhen McEntire hit a bell.
The album's version is something entirely different from that per~
formance, but nonetheless totally satisfying.
The last side begins with a short piece entitled "Crappie T.:Ktks"
which employs the organ drone from "Our Exquisite Replica of
'Eternitym and the voice and guitar of David Grubbs.
The bulk of the last side is occupied by Gastr's cover of "Dry--Bones
in the Valley (I Saw the Light Come Shiriing 'Round and 'Round)" by
John. Fahey. This instrumental consists of O'Rourke's masterful" finger
.picking technique and the violin of Tony Conrad (an early member of
the Velvet Underground and mentor to John Cale). Like most of Fahey's
work, the song contains folk elements, bluesy overtones, and classical
c'oinpositioriaL skills. Gastr del Sol .pulls off the instrumental with the
same style and tone of Fahe}''s pieces. It is wonJerful. The notes flow
from O'Rourke's fingers straight into my brain, providing a temporary
epiphany.
Fans of experimental music will be caught slightly off~guard by the
inclusion of "Dry Bones ..."on this record, but in certain ways its inclu~
sion makes perfect sense. All in all, this album is rewarding in its chal~
lenge both to the serious and non~serious listener. Gastr Jel Sol consis~
tently provides music that is substantial, entertaining, anJ essential.

Our Voices
Are not
Being Hea~d
by Stacey Meadow, Alison Burrows, Eugene

Kublano'vsky, Christa Parra1.mni, Cara
Parravani, Laura Gaugh, Beanie Watts,
Manasi Tirodkar, Matthew Turgeon, Ruby
McAdoo, Lisa Romcsscr, Suzanne Becker, Paul
Rich, Terence O'Rouri<.~, Dawn Ritchotte,
Catherine Holt, Wendy Raad, Angela Bardeen,
and ]eff Salsburger
Imagine a professor who has really
touched you ... a person to whose classes you
are excited to go, who is alway~ available for
outside conversation about course work,
intellectual and even personal ro~dbl~cks.
Imagine a professor who brings hands-on
experiments into the classroom, who doesn't
only tell you how things work, but who
shows you with engaging activities.
Imagine a professor whose office door is
always open, who will sit you down in a comfortable chair with a cup of tea and talk . to
you until you have resolved whatever you
came into the room worried about.
Imagine a . profe~sor who loves what
they do, who comes into class with a smile,
who leaves you feeling motivated about the
w<;rk you have to Jo rliat week, and in whose
classes you constantly and consistently
amaze yourself with your own level of intel~
lectual response.
Kathleen Barker is the professor we are
describing here, and she is leaving Bard.
This talented, intelligent, respected member
of the community was denied tenure, and
we, her students, want to know why. We've
heard the story that is being told, but we do
,not accept it; and we should not accept it
because it is not accurate. To set the record
straight, here is what we have been told, and
here is the truth as we see it.
The tenuring of a professor is contingent upon rriany factors, one of which is out~
side research. It has been asserted that the
field of research within which Kathleen
Barker concentrates is narrow. As a scholar
in the area of women and the workplace and
a pit)neer in the research on contingent
workers, one would neeJ to ask the question:
·which part of the dyad in particular is being
classifed as narrow? Perhaps it is the same
;_element in her course offerings that is unJer
scrutiny. It has been said that the professor
. of social psychology should offer a greater
With 'General
variety of courses.
'Introduction to Psychology,' 'Introduction to
Social Psychology,' 'Research Methods in
Social Psychology,' 'Psychology of Women,'
'Theories of Injustice,' 'Women and Work,'
as well as various related tutorials and independent-study classes under her belt, and as
the co-director of the Gender Studies program· and as a professor whose classes are
often multidisciplinary in scope (inclusive of
such fields as economics, political science,
governmental structure, Ame_rican history,

n

some weight and that there is the possibility
of attatning job security and "academic free~
Jom" (as described in the "Statement on
Academic Tenure, in the ; Faculty
Handbook).
Why are we, the students, asked to
evaluate our professors? Why are we asked
to write letters of recommendation and give
oral testimony if what we say carries no
weight? The very lowest of the student evaluations of Kathleen Barker's courses were
still ~bove average, and the testimony given
for her was among the most impressive any
faculty member coulJ possibly receive.
Many students have told us that the words
"best teacher I've ever had" - recurred
throughout the letters and evaluations in her
support.
Another myth that has been floating
around is rhat the Division of Sodal Studies
is not discriminating in ·whom it recommends for tenure. It is common knowledge
among the faculty of that division that if a
professor is thought to b~ unfit for tenure, he
or she is told so in their first or Second rehir~
ingl so as to allow him or her the opportuni~
ty to leave on his or her own, without the
mark of a denial of tenure on his or her
employment record. This is not a lack of dis~
crimination, this. is humane and respectful.
Kathleen Barker passed both rehirings easily
and without incident and should have done
the same in her tenure evaluation. With the
solid support of both th~ students and facul~
. ty, there should have been no question as to
her ·tenurabHity.
Even the United States Government
has within its structure a ··system .,.~)f checks
and balances - why -is that n~t true for
Bard?
Imagine a professor like , Kathleen
Bark~r (if you don't already khow her).
Imagine that professor was your aJvisor, your
reacher, your mentor, or your colleague .
Imagine. that professor receiving the harsh
injustice Kathleen Barker has been subjected
to. ... because someday he or she will be.
.
What are you going to do about it?

and muticultural and ethnic studies), are
there many other topics that one human .
being could realistically cover?
Kathleen Barker's role as an educator
outside of the classroom has also been the
subject of debate. She has written more than
eight chapters and articles that have
appeared in leading APA~approved journals
across the country (one of which she coauthoreJ with BarJ undergraduates). She
also. has several projects, books, and articles
currently under <;:ontract. World~renowned
scholars like Michelle Fine have come onto
campus to give lectures as a result of
Kathleen's initiative, from which the "New
Scholars in Gender Studies" lecture series
also originated, a series designed to give stu~
Jents a chance to see what graduate~level
research can amount to. She has hosted and
participated in a number of student events
including, but not limited to, an annual
"Psychology of Women Day" and guest
appearances in several student -facilitated
panel discu~sions. She has done all of this,
yet something is still missing; there's something more she should or could be doing for
the college.
out
desperately to find
." We. hav~. . tried
.
'
. I. .
what that thing could be. The faculty handbook delineates four categories under which
a professor is evaluated for tenure. They are
the work done with students, within the academic discipline, with colleagues, anJ with
the college in general. We challenge anyone
io find an area she has neglected.
. As students on this campus, we are
concerned. We know our voices are not
being heard. We know that the voices of the
faculty are not being heard. Kathleen barkt;r had the . unanimous
. support of her eight~person Faculty Evaluation
. Committee (FEC) as
well as that of the entire
of. Social
Division
Studies (another 22
scholars). Her outside
..............•... .•.... ·.
...........
. evaluators supported her
-::~=::::t::=:-t -:<::~:;;::i: ::=~=:=x;:/::::::~:.{::-:{~ ···:\t~/;::;:;:; :=.:.=.::·:.: ~ ~:F ~;:=<:· -. ..:...=.:-.. ·:·. : :·: . - ..·:-.·:· <:.:. .... ·
as . well.
tenure
Whatever the problem~
atic nature of tenure may
be' it still exists at this
college (as opposed to
other schools who simply
have a systen1 of rehir-.
ing) and qualified faculty
be
must
members
allowed to function saf~~
ly within its constructs.
Faculty members must be
::;~ : tJ~'t off():~ ·~f ·a'n.i~~ls .. You: can ·' (fa'"''iJ'eit' e~r"''tfl'an.
reassured that the opin~
'. , ;~~~lit:~;;
ions of
t h e i r
)r;;tJ;f? ~:S~;1i~:~>:~r~: ·::::=·.:
c 0 1 ~
leagues
carry
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Alcohol and the
Age Law: What's
the Message?
By Eli A~rews
_
__
The law that sets the l~gal drinking age at twenty,one is not effec,
tive in that ·multitudes of "minors" do not adhere to it. The penal
threat of confiscation, fines, or prob~tions may teach us at a young age ·
how to drink in secrecy, but it does little to deter 'underage' drinking.
''In middle school," one Bard student recalls, "there was a gas,
mart that \~e went to a lot. One of us would go in with a backpack and
wait in the middl~ aisle. while the owner glanced past his gas pumps to
check for any law enforcement type of person lurking about. Then he'd
take the. backpack, put a case of beer of choice in it, and we'd pay him
at the register. Simple as that."
"The -gas mart was called Jackpot. We knew we were lucky. Eight
more long years 'til twenty,one, and we already had a dependable beer
supply. It didn't even matter what else we had planned for a particular
-
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Uh, ·HoustOn, We
Have a Problem ...
By Meredith Yayanos

.

.

..

_So. I'm sick of floating in my tin can and I have sqmething to say.
I'll tty to be terse. I'm not very good at that, but at this point there's
no choice. I only have twenty minutes to write this because the rest
of the layout crew is waiting for me over at Publications. Tomorrow
morning, we'll drive out to the printer and within hours, a copy of the
newborn Observer should be in your hands.
.
Initially, all {wanted to write was that I. don't believe that the
other opinion pieces in this paper c9ncerning last Wednesday's Budget
Forum, specifically the ASO incident, reflect a majority of opinions.
Since nobody else is offering rebuttal, I figured I would. (Sorry about
that).
First, I think I'll commend the chair members, because that has
got_ to be the most thankless fob this side of Blithewood. Kudos, guys.
B~t I gotta say, you committee people sure made a stinky. Big stinky.
And instead of just softly saying, "Sorry, that was me," and diffusing it
with a wave of the hand, you waited until it was much too late. The
stinky, of course, was your initial decision not to give the ASO any
money. Granted, the club was asking a ridiculous sum. But you didn't
give them any. Not a penny! Is it any surprise everyone went melon~
balls at the forum?
. What bedlam it \Yas! Everything got much too emotionaL
Everyone there knew it, I knew it, yet when the time came to vote in
the ASO's Hostile Amendment, I was one of a large, loud majority of
yeas. I even ch~ered a little. when it passed. You know what? I
emphatically refuse to believe I did so because I was laboring beneath
. th~burgeoning bulk of The Great White Guilt. Actually, I think The

r
night. The point was, having beer meant we would get wasted,. we
could get wasted. It was a big deal, totally excitihg just to kno'Y that it
was in that backpack, and that soon we'd find a dark place in the park
to get wrecked."
By law in this country, at precisely twenty~one years of age, one
becomes a fully~developed adult. This growth is acknowledged by
granting the privilege to drink alcohol legally. Other traditional privi,
leges of adulthood, such as voting, marrying, and fighting in wars, are
granted earlier. The final privilege, the one which single,hal)-dedly elevates the minor into adulthood, js that of alcohol consumption.
ffhe law, allowing only those twe11ry,one and over to Jrin~, sends
a very clear message. It is of no surprise that people are infatuated with,
and excited by, alcohol. The law <:toes not iqform,y.s of t~e frequency
and severity of chemical dependence on alcohol. It doe;; _not suggest
that drinking need not involve drunkenness. It does pqt d_iscpurage
drunk driving. The law equates adulthoOL~ with alcqhol consumption.
This equation makes alcohol consumption an evel).UO h! pu;rsu~d ':Y,~th
great fervor and expectation. :
..
· This short opinion is inspired by the h?pe t~at f..lc<;>hol Policy
enforcement at Bard reflects tpe final st~tement, under tl-,te General
·Principles of Bard College Alcohol Policy in the. Student Handbook
(p. 116): "Bard's Alcohol Policy is intended to enco.urage saf~~y and
moderation, maintain a healthy environment, and_promott:.. individual
responsibility regardless of age."
. i

...

Great White Guilt theory as pertains to this situation· is a sterile, over~·
intellectualized piie of dog poop, but I'll stow it.
Know why I raised my hand? It had nothing to do with guilt,
nothing to do with the mob mentality, and everything to do with this
vulgar, embarrassing problem I have, where I occasionally get the urge
to bestow faith upon fellow human beings. I hope you don't think I'm
a hippie or anything. Really, I'm }ust as mean and apathetic as every~
body else here pretends to be. I adore the word "surly." I kick dachs,
hunds, I laugh cruelly when someone gets caught picking their nose in
public. But that night, I didn't want to be surly. I raised my hand and
voted yea because some nice guys were getting completely shafted, and
I wasn't going to stand for it.
'·.
The African Students Organization hails from a very far away, different and tumultuous place, and they want to tell us about it. They
have a lot of big, bright ideas that all of us could benefit from. Okay,
the Jamestown pilgriamage is totally stretching it, but don't you want
to hear their speakers? Wouldn't you like to party down African style
during Kwanzaa?
Well, whatever your opinion, the crux of this matter is
$$$money$$$, even if the ASO president claimed that it wasn't~ I
won't argue semantics on that, but I do think, now that they've got all
the dough, they should prove their claim. Considering the other two
dozen fledgling clubs who got scrawny allotments, ASO should return
a substantial portion of their cash to the fishbowl; thereby acknowl,
edging last Wednesday's victory without depriving anyone. Maybe
their field trips are out of the picture, but I bet they could deal with
that.
So. There, I've said my peace. I'd better sprint over to
Publications before they kill me. See you again in a couple of weeks.
If they let me write more journalism. If you could call this journalism.
Oh, toss it! I'll shut up now.
I mean it.
Really.

r

Mass
Demagoguery
and the Bard
Body Poli tic ·
.

By Anonymous

.

est clubs. Such an allegation .can only be seen as
misinformed at best, and, at worst, as downright
deceptive. And after this ullegation of racism, for
lack of a more poH.ticaUy correct term, the ASO
played the "race card," comparing their struggle
(however inept) to obtain their funding to the
"historical struggle of my people." In retrospect, I
think we can all see the hyperbole of such a comparison. Anoth~r one
of my personal favorites is the statement "this is not about money.''
WHAT!!! Not about money. Hmy could anyone buy this? The sad
fact is that it lS about money. The student body swindled itself out of
one,third (ONE THIRD!) of its emergency fund on a new d~b with
unclear goals, limited membership, and extremely sketchy plans on
how to spend this money. . . ·
·
..
I believe that this case illustrates several fundament~l truths about
politics in a "democracy." Besides being a brilliant example of why the
Founding Fathers looked upon direct democracy with disdain, it also
shows the power of demagoguery. The fact that a mass of very· intelli,
gent and usually clear~thinking college educated people could throw
the facts out the window, be bought over by simplistic argttements
(none of which had any basis in fact), anJ not just conceJe but actLi,
ally hand over their money (2,400 dollars of it) with loud shouts of
approval and self~righteous claims displays how easy it is for a very few
people to control a crowd if they simply touch the correct morat
·strings. The Bard student body simply got played like a cheap guitar.
This a case of Hitlerism at its greatest. Hitlerism, McCarthyism,
ASOism ... ali similiar phenomena. The bard student body essentially
prostituted itself for 2,400 dollars simply for one night of pleasure
(even if they called this self~righteous pleasure "justice").

What occurred at this year's ffrst budge:t forum (the gr~nting of
2,400 dollars to the new African Students Org~nization) says a iot
about the phenomenon of mob psychology and its effect upon politics
in general, and Bard politics in particular. I would hope that by now
most students reading this article can perceive the absurdity of
Wednesday night's action. Now let us look at the objective facts. ·
This is a first year orga.nization which demanded (and rec~ived)
2,400 dollars (which makes this club the fifth best funded organization
on campus and third best funded club on campus). Their budget Of
any of the screaming and yelling mass even took rhe time to r~~d it)
was extremely vague. They allocated 800 dollars for "speakers fr~~
various institutions." There are no confirmations, no names, no dates,
anJ no specific expenses listed. One big blo~k grant to cover "speak,
ers." Four hundred dollars will be allocated to fund two "social events."
Once again- no specifics. The Kwanzaa celebration (althoughobv i,
ously something of merit which will improve cultural aware,
ness) was already being planned by the BBSO. And, my per,
sonal favorite, the two "historical excursions" to Virginia and
Chicago. As important as these areas are for people of
African descent and for Americans in general, and as much
as I would personally enjoy visiting these historic ~reas, let us
examine the facts of the matter. The Bard student body (sup~
posedly a well~educated and discerning group of individuals)
granted 1,000 dollars for these trips - - 1,000 DOLLARS
(a sum which is more than all but 15 dubs on campus
received this semester by itself). And, remember, I am not
criticizing the merit of visiting these historic places, but let
us consider the fact that this club once again submitted no
definite plans: no dates, no specific expenses, no mode of
travel, and most importantly - no specifics on how many
people can go or who will be allowed to go.
If the nebulous nature of the budget wasn't enough to
disqualify it after any serious and rational discussion, the
underhanded (or high~minded - depending upon your
interpretation ) manner in which it was presented leaves
much to be desired. The whole debate over the amendment
reeked of dem~goguery. The assertion that "anyone can
attend the trips, when simple arithmetic would show you
that this is simply impossible along with the claim that "any,
one can join" when we have 3 -THREE students who are
actually from Africa. Don't get me wrong, I am not saying
that there should not·be an African Students Organization.
But· I believe that rational reflection should tell any intelli~
gent adult that this organization, despite any merit it might
possess, does not deserve more funding than the Central and
Eastern European Students Organization , the Jewish
Students Organization , and the Muslim Students
Organization combined. That is preposterous. CEESO is a
case in point. When CEESO was a ne~ club three years ago
it received funding in the two to three hu1)Jred range- the
(Samuels
traditional norm for new clubs. And no one made a big deal
about that. The argument that it is apparent the budget is
racist is absurd when exactly 23.3 percent of all student club
funds go to clubs which are exclusively ethnic special inter~

Sam uel' s

Supp ortin g your habi t
since 1995

coffee, espresso, cappuccino, latte,
cookies, muffins, treats, italian sodas,
iced coffee, iced cappuccino, iced latte,
·and ]ash Diaz

01' Gym M-F
9am- 4:30 pm
is an almost not..-for. . profit organizat ion
whose proceeds benefit us.)
-
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A Com me nt on
No Com me nt
.

.

..

By Shawnee Barnes
I realize that when reading a college newspap~r. magazine or what
have you, what catches the reader's eye, other than the word sex, is a
catchy title and the added bonus of the artie le only being two or three
paragraphs long. Well, I guess I'm at a ?light disadvantag e because what
I am going to introduce doesn't haye the infallible w~rd sex in the title,
though it 'does have the advantag~ of being in the, qtJick~and-easy-to.
· .
·
' ·: · ·
· '·· ·
read range.
No
called
. You are now witnessing the .inauguratio n of column
Comment, a running commentar y on things that have been lying
around ih my head or in my ·neighbor's. · I'm going to throw out
thought~provoking sayings, ideas, 'or whatever. Then I'll comment on
them, or then again I might not, anJ finally I'll wait for some feedback.
Then, if I don't get any feedback, I'll just write for my own narcissistic
gratificatio n. For those who love interactive T.V. and computers, just
think of this as an interactive column.
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The Somri.ambulist
It's Not All Here in Blac,k and White
By

Pedro Rodriguez

· ·

.

Things have happened to me that no one on this campus knows
about. Thoughts have occurred to me that just as many know of. I have
taken no action to hint at what they might be for any outside observ~
er. Wl~at they are Joesn't matter. No one could know about them
unless someone asked me. But how would anyone know to ask? If anyone has invented a foolproof thought~~livining machine, she has not
revealed it to the world.
Last Wednesday, l sat in Kline Commons, nursing a friendly gift
of Sam Adams Cre~m Stout and attending the fall1996 budget forum.
During the debate over the African Student Organizatio n's hostile
amendmen t to the Planning Committee 's proposed budget, a woman
behind me rose, stood on a chair, and accused me, and everyone else
who didn't support her cause, of racism.
The ASO's amendmen t asked that the $2,400 of its original budget request (denied in full by the Planning Committee ) be lopped off
the Emergency Fund.
After the woman's speech, the ASO members' speeches adopted
her racism theme, albeit with greater humility. The rhetorical device
was simple and effective: reJuc~ the many possible reasons for dis~
agreement (which include the size of the request) to one, namely
racism.
Most of my noble peers in attendance , who had joked with their
friends, booed, or cheered during aU of the other speeches, sat quietly
as stones when the black guys got up to speak. An unbiased observer
might call this "racism qisg~ised as the great white guilt."

Well that's it. Having inau~u~at_e~ Nll Co~!!l~!:()n n:v~ry·~~~Je~
mocratic way, shall we get starteti?
For this first and mo:;t important issue, rm •tossing Ollt a twist
someone told me the other day tha_rs has be~n bothering mt' ev,er_~ihce.
The twist goes: "You are what you attract." I pondered this thought
deeply anJ figured that it must mean that you reflect your frien~s/ll~vers
etc. It bothered me because it maJe me reevaluate destructive f~iend
ships and relationship s _th~tt _I have ha.d for which I ~ow b_lp1~,e, ,myself
and that piss~s in~ off 'cause' I'L!l realiy not into tiw, self-blame tl~ing.
To lJetter understand the ciiche I had 'to back it up \vith another
cliche,· since that's the. only \~~Y to understand them: ''You An~ Whnt
Y~u Eat." Is that true? In a_sense~v~are made ~~p ~{thef_things_we eat
and we are those things we've so~ehow attracted. I gues,$ that le~~~es us
with our identity in qt~estioh ' '~~~d a lot ~f \vhit~ ·.b_re~~-and t,u~1.~.fbh
leakii1g 'f~~~ o~,r bones;. or if you eat at Kline y~)u~r~ fulf of q 'fo.t of fiber
fiher\vhich I ·g~ess wot~ld translnte ir~to. bullshi~}. A_[lY\~~y it:~ <~1.1. a .~cary
I look back ori my life. <md remeri1l~er cert<:.i,n reople
re~lity to me
who~ I h~J once befriended; the idea makes me shL!dt;ler a littl~. Bur
why? I think it is true that when we seru:l. out l)OSith'e yibes, we are
received positively~ Yet if fsent _out positive vihes: all the tiine the only
friend I'd have would be-my~elf, anJ m:.1ybe Martha Stewart ..Well, the
power is in o~r hands ... Any comment? (Comment to No Cpt11ment@
I
Box 598. r take no cliches.) .
-Shawnee
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The crowd ignored obvious shortcomin gs in the ASO bLrdget. Ar
the forum, for example, the dub irnp[icitly invited aU students on its
trir to Chicago. Their $2,400 allotment would theo,reticnlly fund this
and the other activities pla11t1ed, one of which is a trip to Virginia.
i The hostile amendmen t passed to the sound of loqd cheers. This
·
wa~ racism defeated.
t. One of my fel~
amendmen
the
opposed
who
few
the
among
I was
hand against
my
lo~ opposers later said to me, "Did I feel bad raising
it? !Yes."
_
; Although he opposed, he succumbed . I refuse.
: Reality is not black and white; it is a se<in:less shading of c?lor.
There is no blue; there are onty darker and lighter shades of bluish stuff.
: My motivations are in my head. Any number of them could cause
m~. to take.the same action. The deciding motivation is known only to
md My workings are probably not unique.
: Racism, like anything else, is easily identifiable only in the most
bla.tarit cases. The budget forum debate did not provide such a case.
i The ASO's budget is as nebulous as a London evening. The
wo~nan, self-named diviner of human thought, accused on cursory and
speFious grounds. The possibilities are never one in _number. That 45~
mirtute debate was a witch hunt, based, like all witch hunts, on the
..
apprehensi on of only one possibility.
ss voted for the
righteousne
of
name
the
in
who
i Those of you
ambndmen t, and glared at the witches and warlocks who dared oppose
you, defeated rational debate, not racism. You Jo not know me. You Jo
not know what I'm thinking. Get yourselves another Jiviner, because
your shepardess is mistaken.
'· Those of you who voted yea for other reasons, I must disagree
.
with. But your vote is your prerogative.
But
fools.
are
color
skin
on
vote
nay
; Those of you who based a
again, your vote is your prerogative.
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Bagatelle f<?r •a. Bug
By Charlotte Jackson

There comes a time late in August when one no l~nger wishes
to kill insects. Yesterday, on the· thirtieth of Augus~; I swatt~d a tiny,
innocuous fly ·- a "~~~e'; fly,. if o~~ of th~ six~ l~gged persuasion can
ever truly be termed cut~, with :·little ro~nJ , wings like - -~ pair ~f
Lilliput~an Mickey Mouse e~rs -.in: th~ - ba~h~oom of A~nandale
House. It never flitted at me, nev~r e~~n buzz~d; I killed ,i·t -on si~h~.
out of what Rob~rt Musil called " ... this attitude towards the living,
moving, silently rolling or flitting fellow creature enjoying its ·own
existence that suggests an innate aversion to it:" · I repented just as
immediately, .ii.mttering "Why the hell did I do that?" as I swept its
apostro~
mortal remains into the dustbin, and repressing the urge
phize it as "little-bug." For it would 1~ev~r have invaded my o~~ -snug
quarters down the hall, and given _· a ~ouple weeks it would have died
anyway, snuffed out by morning of frost ..
Solitude, whiskey, and a .certai~ ca~t of (ight in the afternoon
breed a gently apocalyptic sense, a kind of epiphany that brings the
great, rustling, vegetating world to the forefront while simultaneous~
ly banishing the "Where's Waldo" backdrop of campus life with its
gaggles of cafeteria faces. At roost on the concrete ledge by: the
library, one is seduced by the warmth locked into the ston~ and, d~ift
ing away fro~ _ some inconseq~ential book, one's head ~~ems to droop
,blo'~ms. ·- -_'· ,.
the adjoining' be~i'of gr~e~~ery _a·n.~
ever closer
At such a moment each indivi~ual vine, leaf and stalk that
meets the gaze stands out in -_ its particularity, e~teri~g. for~h i~ an
intensely three-dimensional life. The .rays of the sun gild even pithy
stems with an urgent, near-incandescent light, and the breeze whisks
the silver underbelly of the treetops up towards the sky; the trill of the
cicadas too resonates with this subdued urgency, and the passing sun;
dresses hang with poignancy on the brown bodies of girls. The sandals that gird my toes, the Frisbee game on the field below, the easy
eroticism ~f a couple nibbling each others' lips .on a noon-baked
bench:- aU this is living on borrowed- t\rne,' subject to the fickle indulgence ot'an I~dian summ~r. and w):len_.th~. ants that creep up our p~nt
.legs _are _dead then all the res.t wi_ll pass into November as with them,
for the creeping fauna are part and parcel of our idyll. However reassuringly cyclical and however_ temporary Persephone's passage into
the underworld, Demeter never ceases to grieve, nor those of us mortals who do not live for ski slopes and the snarl of snowmobile~.
Vouchsafed this vision of insects as fellow denizens of an idyll, I
found myself regarding them ,virh -thee same -impassive wo~der as a
drunk who ,finds herself on a level with the purely objectiv~ world:
entering into a kind of kinship withe the insentient. I tried to desc;y·
compound eyes or the minute barbs of their legs as they scurried over
my kneecap. I discovered the stutter of a bluebottle stuck in a storm
window no longer inflamed my nerves, for we grant indulgence to a
swansong, and faced with six months of pallid, welt-free legs, I felt I
might not begrudge the mosquito its drop of blood. My friend
Mohammed comes to mind: when I once tactfully interrogated him
about the roaches living in the fridge of his Brooklyn flat, he shrugged

to

a

to

pmp(e

- .....

with Ghanaian·equanimity and said, "What do I care? They do their ·
shit, I do mine."
Not that I suffer from any sentimentality towards creatures low
down on the evolutionary totem poLe; after all, I guz~le hamburgers,
and l know no flea will invent an Art of the· Fugue or a cure for AIDS,
nor even experience pain or fear as a warm~blooded creature knows
it. Yet still, it is a life: a hot chemical spark of being that seeks radi,
ance_ and self-propagation, and to extinguish it when so few days
remain to it seems ungenerous.
Needless to say, epiphani~s on this order themselves describe a
mayfly lifespan, perishing with the solitude, whiskey, and cast of light.
Summer seems here to stay; it shoulders on~e more the burden of real~
ity attendant upon repetition, and the swarms in the bathroom strike·
up a banal drone. A swansong lacks something of its p·athos if it drags
on for weeks, and then too a mosquito is horrible in its gauntness,
with the phallic needle of its proboscis hovering at the ready - not
aesthetically pleasing like the little fly. A swarm lacks the pathos of
singularity, for one cannot muster any feeling of "I and .thou" and
hence forge even an illusory "relationship" with a myriad; to use the
trendy terminology it can only be"I and other." On Septe_!!lber second, with an intimation of something lost, I am flushing chitinous
corpses down the drain.
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News from
Nicaragua

[eds. note: The follortving is a· letter from Eric
Schwartz, who is currently working on an internship with the program coor,
dinator for a consort_i11m .of 5- Sister Cities projects in Nicaragua. ·Anyone
who is interested should come .. to r:neetings of the. Mid-Hudson/Larreynaga
Sister Cities group ~n Thursdpys at .7:00p.m~ in the Olin Moon, Room or
contactBethCoakley)
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Hello all,
_
.
.
Elections ar~ coming up 'he.re in two mohths__:.__dctober 20. I don't
know how much, if any, coverage you get of the Nicaraguan .e l~ctions up
there in the New· York n·ines, ~r if any'of you·keep up with it .on NicaNet or in the magazine Envio, so Fm sendirig you a basic, brief summa_
.
-·
ry of the electoral situation here.
Most of this is from the August issue of Envio; and from.some local
daily papers, and,my own obseryatiqps.. If you want ar~al in-depth look,
try to get a copy o~ Env.ip. ~·u, fry to keep you informed abqut what's
going on with the campaigns anJ any other big ev~nts ~very week or so.
Three. and a half week:? after\hioffkial start of th~ Nicaraguan
presidential race, campaignh1g activity in tl:e. country is reaching a
:·
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feverish pitch. New political bumper stickers and cnmpaign graffiti crop up on cars, walls, trees, ::md sidewalks
every day. Just on the way from the Consortiltm Je
Ciudades Hermanas Office in LeLm, \Valking up the
street to a restaurant, I pass spray p<1inted signs th<:t say
"Daniel: Everyone's Government," "Yore in Box ~!4 on
- O~rober 20," "Leon is Liberal," "FSLN,".and ".MRS."
01). t.v., poli~ical comme;dal follows political ~omt~e;cb.l-,-more
of them every day. Even when I'm not i~ the room with the T.V., I know
which party is being advertised from its distinctive, happy-go-lucky little campaign ditty.
.
_
. Nation~lly, there ~r~. 24. parties competing for the pres_ipency, but
the only real candidates left are the Sandanistas of Dar~iel. Oitega and
. the Liberal Alliance- Arnoldi,) Aleman.
'
Al~man, former tt1ayO'r or Managua, undoubtedly represents the
right.-As m·ayor of Managua, he had several of the Saridanistas' reJolutiona.'ry murals painted over, and he has publicly praised Somoza's economic policies. He also has ties~to some o( the N itai-aguans who took
"refuge" in Miami after their lands were confiscated. in the 80's. Aleman
is ca,ging for greater deployment of industry and foteign. investment to
create jobs, which are: ~esperately needed in this. c:;:ountry, where the
unemployment.rate hovers around 70 percent.
,
. T.he Sa~danist~s,.as the ·tr~ditional party o{ the Jeft, are hilling
theins~·lves ~s ·"Everyone's' Government." Their ~ampaign siogan is,
"jobs,. educktion, and health: all of these good thi~gs'· will return."
However, it is surprising ho~ dose they are 'mdving 'to' ithe center in
their pursuit of broader public support. At their 17th <~nniversary rally
in Managua, Daniel Ort~ga and the other Sandanista commanders left
behind their usual guerrilla fatigues. They talked about the U.S. as their
"Gpnd Neighbor," and abou~. the need to forget. the .."re.sentmenrs of
social class~s qf t~e past." lt se~ms tpat even the $an~lar;i~ps aren't "The
s~n·R~n~s.r,as" anymore.
..
.
l .. ~
. . . ..
.
Of the other 22 parties, many are busily jockeying tt._J pr~sent themselves as ;,the'rr)arty of
the center11 -the alternativ~ to the Sandanisras
, '
on the left -and Aleman on the right.
:In the most· recent poll, the Sandanistas held 30 percent <~f the
vote, and the Liberals 38 percent; the other 22 parties hll far behind.
With the elections scheduled for october 20, it's very possihlt; that neither will win the 45 percent .necessary to \Vin in the first round. If this
happens, another round will be scheduled, probably sometime in
December.
. Many of the people I've talked to here who plan to vote for the
FSLN are people who had positive experiences with the Sa.ndanistas
during the 80's and have remained loyal through the 90\ The people
l'~e talked to who plan to vote against the Sandanistas h::.tve given me
a \;ariety of explanations for their position, but most stem from personal experiehces under the Sandanista government of the 80's. Men who
were forcibly drafted or who had to hide in their houses Juring the day
and sleep outside at night to avoid the draft hunters have still not forgiven the Sandanistas after six years. Others complain that the FSLN is
corrupt. Others simply don't believe the FSLN is capable of helping the
country.
The biggest reason people give me for voting for Aleman is that
they believe he's the only candidate who can bring jobs to Nicaragua.
Unemployment is undoubtedly the country's number one concern.
Many of the other parties are highl~ghting their ability to create jobs as
a main drawing point.
Candidate Haroldo Montealegre promised to create 500,000
jobs-quite a feat in a country where the total population is 4 million.
Right now, it looks like Aleman will probably take the presidency,
if not on October 20, then in the second round during December. The
effect of a Liberal victory on the people of the communities we work in
is uncertain. Aleman has promised not to reverse the Sandanistas'
Ag·r~~ian Reform. But, on the other hanJ, he's not likely to put as many
reso~rces into health care and education as the Sandani'stas would.
More later,
Eric Schwartz
Leon, Nicaragua
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PS: If any of you get email coverage of the U.S. elections, I'd be
Jeeply grateful if you forwardeJ me a copy ... or any U.S. or world
news at all, really. Thank you_
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A Vote for
the Selfish
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by Jeremy Dillahunt
· ·So, like the rest of you, when I got back here I did a lot of shit-shoot~
ing. "How was your summer?" i'What have you been up tor' "Good to see
you· again.". Because we are getting closer to a presidential election I shot
the shit about politics, too. In doing so I ·came to understand that there
are quite a few ·people on this campus· who feel no obligation to get
involved in this·year's election. I heard'"Who cares" and "Why bother"
and uwhat's it got to do with me" repe~tedly. This piece is dedicated to
you who feel this way ·about government and politics:·
You're a bunch of fucking morons. ·
Aside from the idealogicai reasons for being involved in politics and
government, there are physical ones. You know those tires that you drive
to school on? Those are provided for you because of international trades
agreements that your govern-ment made possible. Why is a cup of coffee so
cheap in this ·country? Because price control afforded to you by a govern~
ment that knows the difficulty of early mornings. Whatever your poison,
be it Twin Peaks,. The Simpsons, Star Trek, Martin, 90210,orSeinfeld, you
could kiss your love good~bye without government regulated air waves.
Those little plastic grocery bags, computers, morphine, Top Gun, satellites,
Buzz Aldrin, and shatterproof glass were all provided to you by your f'OV,
ernment.
The fact is that government makes your life easier. Whether it be by
financial aid or cheap beer, our government helps you. Maybe you feel that
government does the opposite, that it makes your life worse. Well then,
what better reason do you have to get involved than self interest? "What's
it got to do with me?'' you ask. I'll tell you. lf you feel that your govern~
ment is unfair because it won't let you fry your brain on pot and acid all
day lond, then go out, get a peice of paper, fetch a pen, write "Initiative
420" across the top, get your friends and their friends'and their friend's
friends ad infinitum to sign it, go out and vote with your friends when
"Initiative 420" comes u·p, and voila, you can fry your brains without worry.
· If you are afraid of illegaL immigrants·,· or legal ones, stealing your job,
I have a name for you: Pat Buchanan. he wants to build a fence across the
bottom of the United States. If you vote for him you won't have to worry
aboutnot getting a· job, you can go help him dig post holes. If have any
interest in yourself, then by default you have interest in our government.
Government is important, even if it just keeps the price of hot dogs
down, it matter to you and to me.
1

hat's Planned 'f6r
Student ACtivities
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e Dean of Students office provides a variety of substarice~free
ctivities and events each weekend throughout the year. Below is
the Fall schedule. Some weekend nights have yet to be planned. If
ou have any suggestions, requests, or input, come by the Dean of
tudents Office and talk either with Erin Cannan or Allen Josey
(x7545). Also, call if you are interested in obtaining a wo~k,study
'ob helping with student activities.
ttention club heads and event sponsors ... to avoid scheduling con~
icts, please make plans and reservations now for dates that you
might want to use spaces like the Old Gym, DeKline, etc.
eep an eye out for weekly advertisements for specific information
n times and locations or call x7454.

*Fri. 20th-.Lyceum Theater Trip
*Sat. 21st-Open Mike Readings in the Root Cellar
*Fri. 27th-"Hawk Project": Celebrate Native American Day
*Sat. 28th-"Bard House of Pleasure"
ctober
*Fri. lst-]ay Unger: Musician
*Sat. 19th-Student Performance: TBA~Parents Day
*Fri. & Sat. 25th/26th-Student Planned Weekend: (money
vailable to interested students)
*Thur. 31st-Halloween Story Teller
ovember·

to Seze Devres

*Fri. 1st-Halloween movies w/ Film Committee
*Sat. 2nd-" Bard House of Retro Pleasure" (Best of the 70's and
O's)
*Fri. 8th-TBA
*Sat. 9th-"American Pictures": photo exhibition of po~erty in
merica
*Fri. 15th-TBA
*Sat. 16th-"Carnival!": (Latin American music/bands)
*Fri. 22nd-Free Haircut and Wardrobe Night with free Pizza
*Sat. 23rd-TBA

to Ashley Crout

ecember

all worked j11rtrtortl
anonymous!
box# only, please

submit.

*Fri. 6th-TBA
*Sat. 7th-Cartoon Festival

Leon's Lawn
cant' d from page 2
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at Bard 26 years, and this has been the second tim when students took action.
Remember, you students are the college ...
you don't realize the power you have."
When Botstein later spoke, he first corrected many statements that had been made
earlier about his opinions and actions. He
repeated that "Kathleen Barker is
tenurable," and added. that ·~~ reasonable
person could also make a reasonable decidion not to. [tenure Kathle~n Barker].''
Botstein's four-page~ expl~nati~n· t~. .Barke.r
explaining his decision has not been made
public by her, and she did not appeal the
decision over the summer. Then h~ said that .
the social sciences was the only division for
twenty years "that has always recommended
its candidates for tenure." He mentioned
Jean French, Joan Tower, and Michele
Dominy ~s exa~ples of the high ·s tandard of
excellence neces~ary to deserv~ tenure at
Bard. He said that proof that he had made a
"mistake" would only be "visible. after ten or
fifteen years." He referred to his decisions
not to grant tenure to Carol Nackenoff six
years ago, who recently received tenure at
Swarthma're College, and to a similar case

fifteen years ago.
Botstein said he sat with members of
the senior faculty who were reviewing ·
Barker's case. Sanjib Baruah and Myra
Armstead, as well as Arthur Burrows were
among those, Botstein said, agreed that his
decision not to grant tenure was not "unrea·
sonable" and was "based on the evidence in
[her} file." He said, "I would not · have an
opinion on Kathleen Barker if it were not for
the files [composed of faculty anJ student
assessments)."
Botstein denied he had any "clique in
the faculty," and said that granting tenure is
not "an election" nor "a short-term· popular·
ity contest."
In Barker's case, Botstein cited his con·
cerns with the narrowness of her work in her
field. He said that enthusiasm in the classroom is often bolstered by pride in one's own
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this is an "extra hassle that ::.tudents shouldn't
. -.-;· . _ -·--"" . ..
have to go through."
Although there is no guarantee that
everyone will vote, the number of Bard students registered to vote has increased by mak·
ing voter registration a step in the financial
clearance procedure. Resident Director Leah
LaValle hopes to begin "doing things actively
to educate people, providing information
about the elections themselves." Possible
events include hosting speakers and · a
Presidential Election Night Party.
If students have have any questions or
concerns regarding the registration and voting
process they can contact either Leah La Valle
or Allen Josey at ext. 7692 or 1·800-FORVOTE.

work in one's field, and that if a candidate
diJ not have the most breadth and highest
excellence in the work in their field, the
candidate would be less likely to be a good
teacher in twenty years because of a frustrating private career.
Botstein spoke about other tenure cases
as well. He said tenure was denied to Damn
Hagen mostly becal.tse, although he w'!-~ "a
very gifted. teacher and a very gifte~ <-;:o~, ·
P?Ser," he was like "many part-time artists"
in that he commuted from New.Yor:k, where
~e worked elsewhere . ~~There ..i.~ a .time, a'nJ
continuity problem," Botstein saiLl.
Botstein said that in the case of Chris
Callanan, a professor of ~ncient lar_guages,
he had received low ratings from the faculty
regard,ing his .. collegiality" with them.
. Botstein insisted, . thou.g h, . t~~t . the
evaluation forms students fill out for ~ach
class that they take with a professor are read
and considered seriously. The more c.:uefully
they are written, he said, the more heavily
they are weighted.
Botstdn reminded .students that Ms.
Li-HuaYing was granted tenure bst year. He
promised to operate rhe . tenure system in
good· faith, although he would consider student suggestions . about hnw the process
could be reforme~ m replaced.

between conflict~g instructions. In addition to management indi::;crepancies, there are con. tractual problems as welL ~ Although the.,.administration surely wanted the transitkm to b~ . as
stnooth as possible, there was only·a verbal understanding thatFlik would hire bac.k all nf.the for·
mer-Wood employees at the same wages. This occurreJ, yet it does not seem there were written
guarantees of job security and benefits.
One of the biggest losses to these workers was their seniority and the vacat.i on time it
secured. While this may not be uncommon. in the business vmrld, Wood took seniority into
account when they first came to Kline six years ago. Many workers were receiving three weeks
paid vacation time with Wood and now must work a full year until they are entitled to one week.
Employees are currently allowed fewer and shorter breaks. Another disconcerting. condition of
the switch is that workers are without medical insurance for their first three months under Flik
employment. Whi{e discussing the difficulties od opening the new account at Bard, one Flik
manager,acknowlegged the stress of a quick transition on workers and said that "after all, shit
flows downstream." Although things have been difficult for them, employees feel goJ about the
quality of food, which they too agre~ has..improved. Flik was chosen to replace Wood after students and faculty dissatisf~ctiol;l peaked last semester.. Shelley Morgan a1_1d _.the ?t~dent ~ife
Committee visited the dining facilities oJ several nearby colleges to investigate 'p.ossible,.alter nafor
tives. Wood was made aware of the administration'~ dissatisfaction and notifi~d- rhat ·a sea~c.i}
. .
.
another food service was underway.
spon;sored a boycott
dubs
of
coalition
a
semester,
last
At lunch one day toward the end of
of Wood an distributed free Domino's pizza in front of Kline. Many were angered by an alleged
quote of Papadimitrious that stated he would accept the lowest bid no matter what the quality of
food. The administration claims that this quote is inaccurate and was taken out of context.
Surprising everyone, including Kline workers and managers, Wood made a last-minute decision
not to bid at all. Strangely, Flik offered the higher bid out of the two final proposals that Bard
received. On separate occasions, both Shelley Morgan and Jim Brudvig emphasized that the
·
··
quality of food, not price, was first priority in the final choice.
The results of our survey show that students have few complaints about the service. No one
would argue that the people who work in Kline are unfriendly or unhelpful. We see more of them
than we do of our professors. After all, few seniors would say that Arvie's retirement· went unnoticed. Yet student respect for these people has never been as vocal and organized as w~s student
dissatisfaction with Wood. Easy things, like clearing our trays, would begin to communicate that .
· respect. Flik has arrived because we the students were unhappy with Wood. And while things
still seem less than perfect at Kline, let's not forget those for whom the change has been the most
·.
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college students come together and defeat
this."
According to Ruggiero, a lawsuit in
Ulster County, initiated by a group of SUNY
New Paltz students, determined that the use of
similar questionnaire s by the Ulster County
election commissioner was unconstitution al.
The decision does not directly affect Dutchess
.
County.
Bill Paroli invites questions about the
Dutchess County student registration policy,
and can be contacted at {914) 486·2473. "We
are not trying to preclude students from voting,
but if they are not Dutchess County residents
by law, they cannot vote. 11
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Josh Bell pleads for order._ _ Pl:wto by: Caroline Burghardt

Budget Forum
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"The funding of
the Bard Journal of
Social Sc;:iences.is based
on longevity and an
institution of false val~
ues," Olsgard said. She _
also made a statement
funding.
receive
not
did
EC
the
if
position
her
from
that she was willing to step down
The EC withdrew its hostile amendment~
The last amendmen t of the evening was submitted by S/M Aces. Representa tives request~
ed an additional $250 for the publication of a safe sex and safe s/m light booklet which would
be distributed free~of-charge. :This rrioneyWduld also be contribute_q for wha..E__Eepre~entatives felt
- ----to be their share for their part in organizing the Drag Ball.
admin~
One speaker on behalf of S/M Aces stated, "S/M Aces has been persecuted by the
istration and has had to tum to students for support." This was in reference to a past incident
in which an attorney recommended Bard College withdraw its funding for a speaker because of
legal reasons.
hostile
Other
subwere
ts
amendmen
the
by
mitted
Entert ainmen t
Committee , the Martial
Arts Club, the Short
Wave Radio Listeners
Club, and the Big
Brothers-Big Sisters Club
whose amendmen t failed
by one vote. This war~
ranted a recount involv~
ing students moving to
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···· ·~.shocker of the evening came when committee mem~
'-~·"·real
·The
bers Eva Olsgard, Imteaz Mannan, and Bryan Shelton spontaneously stood on chairs and did the Macarena.
Photo by: Caroline Burghardt
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